


 

  



WHITE 

BEAUTY 



 

Bianco, the title of the show is inspired by José 

Saramago’s book The Elephant’s Journey, in which 

the mahout, the elephant keeper, is called Subhro 

which means white. He’s poor, dirty and covered in 

rags but wise, cultured and with a beautiful soul. His 

real beauty is inside himself.   

 

For the beginning of the journey he’s washed and dressed, transformed into a magnificent figure on top of the elephant.  

Bianco, which means white in Italian, also tells a story of a great journey inside and outside ourselves. The story of beauty rising out of ugliness and decay. The story of a 

journey through time, seasons and territories unknown. Its outcome we cannot predict. A hundred shades of white create the fabric of our dreams. Real or imaginary. 

There is no physical elephant in the show. The dignity, wonder and mystery of such an animal becomes metaphorical. So, where is the elephant? In the fragility of lost 

selves and lost wishes. In the awe inspiring skill of the circus performers. In the ingenuity of the rigging completely exposed before our eyes. In the chameleon space of 

turning towers and floating architecture. In the music, a whole new landscape in itself. And if the performance 

was itself the elephant? We wonder, marvel, search, 

wait for the elephant to appear and don’t realize that 

he’s been there all along, right before our eyes.  
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FRAGILITY 

DIRTY 
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JOURNEY 

CREATIVE PROCESS 
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Every process of developing a show, is also a process 

of developing people. Not just the performers involved 

but the people watching as well. For me it’s 

important that the audience too go through a creative 

process. 

 

Removing seating and proscenium staging one establishes a new vantage point. This may create disorientation but also a fresher 

way of looking at things. It discourages assumptions and expectations as to what and where one might see things. The audience are 

both spectators and protagonists. They inhabit the same space as the performers. They enter a world 

and not simply watch it from afar. They are in it. 

Fully immersed. Surrounded. Alive.  
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COMMUNITY 
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NoFit State, as a company is about team work, 

communal living and common goals. The shows which 

I do can be described as raw energy. In the creative 

process performers learn a language of performance 

which is a particular alchemy of vulnerability, 

naughtiness, seduction. The focus is on finding the 

originality of each performer, watching it blossom 

and grow.   

The performers come with a skill which takes years to master and perfect. But they also come with a past, their hang-ups and 

obsessions, their vulnerability and fears, their thirst for life and sense of humour, their life scars and their hopes. Like a visual artist, 

I paint and make narratives weaving their physical ability with their memory and desire. I cajole a particular colour or emotion out 

of them. I sometimes push them into unknown territories. The fusion of all this makes a new narrative even though the tricks used 

are part of their bag of tools. The world of the performance is populated by human beings: not heroes, not giants, not feathered, 

weird and wonderful theatrical creatures but men and women: real, honest and with a good deal of self-irony. The 

combination of this artistic vision and the company 
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ethos is for me what preserves the show’s artistic 

integrity, its force and dignity and perhaps the secret 

for its success 
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The show is open to children and adults and it can be 

read on many levels. Indeed, one may see the show 

more than once and find every time something new. 

All the work that I do is about process.  

 

 

 

 

Entering an investigation with a vision, ideas and experience but not knowing how bumpy or smooth the road that leads me to the 

final destination may be.  I have realised over and over again how much this scares people. Is it fear of the unknown, is it fear of 

failure or death? Perhaps this is what creativity is: a blurred memory, a blank, a death, a void, a jump, a thought, a blindfold: a new 

pair of eyes to catch a glimpse of life. There is a vision. There is a narrative. But if people’s only 

experience at the end of the show is feeling touched, 

charged, energised and alive, then I’m happy. 
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